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Minimum System Requirements  
 

Microsoft® Windows® 

* Windows® 2000/XP/Vista/7 

* Microsoft® PowerPoint® 2003 or higher 

* Any image viewing software or web browser software that will open .jpg files 

* A zip utility software that will allow you to unzip packaged files 

* Adobe Reader 

 

 Macintosh® 

* Mac OS X 10.x 

* Microsoft® PowerPoint® for Mac 2004 or higher 

* Any image viewing software or web browser software that will open .jpg files 

* A zip utility software that will allow you to unzip packaged files 

* Adobe Reader  

 



This image bank is an ancillary to the textbook Clinical Mechanics and Kinesiology published by 

Human Kinetics. If you need technical support for the Clinical Mechanics and Kinesiology 

Image Bank, please call 217-351-5076 Monday through Friday (excluding holidays) between 7 

a.m. and 7 p.m. (CST). Or, e-mail us at support@hkusa.com. 
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* The type of hardware you are using  

* The version of the software you are currently using 

* The exact wording of error messages or the message numbers appearing on screen 

* A complete description of what happened and what you were doing when the error message 

appeared  

* An explanation of how you tried to solve the problem 
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NOTICE TO USER: 

 

The installation and use of this product indicates your understanding and acceptance of the 

following terms and conditions. This license shall supersede any verbal, or prior verbal or 

written, statement or agreement to the contrary. This Human Kinetics End User License 

Agreement accompanies a Human Kinetics software product and related explanatory written 

materials ("Software"). The term "Software" shall also include any upgrades, modified versions, 

or updates of the Software licensed to you by Human Kinetics. If you do not understand or 

accept these terms, or your local regulations prohibit "after-sale" license agreements or limited 

disclaimers, you must cease and desist using this product immediately. Copyright laws supersede 

all local regulations. 

 

Liability Disclaimer 

This product and/or license is provided exclusively by Human Kinetics on an "as is" basis, 

without any representation or warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including without 

limitation any representations or endorsements regarding the use of, the results of, or 

performance of the product, its appropriateness, accuracy, reliability, or correctness. The entire 

risk as to the use of this product is assumed by the user and/or licensee. Human Kinetics does not 

assume liability for the use of this product beyond the original purchase price. In no event will 

Human Kinetics be liable for additional direct or indirect damages including any lost profits, lost 

savings, or other incidental or consequential damages arising from any defects, or the use or 

inability to use this product, even if Human Kinetics has been advised of the possibility of such 

damages. 

 

Restrictions 

You may not use, copy, modify, translate, or transfer the product or any copy except as expressly 

defined in this agreement. You may not remove or modify any copyright notice, nor any "about" 

dialog or the method by which it may be invoked. 

 

Operating License 



You have the non-exclusive right to use the product only by a single person, on a single 

computer at a time. If the product permits, you may physically transfer the product from one 

computer to another, provided that the product is used only by a single person, on a single 

computer at a time. In group projects where multiple persons will use the product, you must 

purchase an individual license for each member of the group. Use over a local area network 

(within the same locale) is permitted provided that the product is used only by a single person, on 

a single computer at a time. Use over a wide area network (outside the same locale) is strictly 

prohibited under any and all circumstances. Any violation immediately cancels all distribution 

rights. 

 

Backup and Transfer 

You may make one copy of the software part of the product solely for backup purposes, as 

prescribed by Canadian, United States, and international copyright laws. You must reproduce 

and include the copyright notice on the backup copy. You may transfer the product to another 

party only if the other party agrees to the terms and conditions of this agreement and completes 

and returns registration information (name, address, etc.), including a signed license, to Human 

Kinetics, Inc. within 30 days of the transfer. If you transfer the product you must at the same 

time transfer the documentation and backup copy, or transfer the documentation and destroy the 

backup copy. You may not retain any portion of the product, in any form, under any 

circumstance. 

 

Terms 

This license is effective until terminated. You may terminate it by destroying the complete 

product and all copies thereof. This license will also terminate if you fail to comply with any 

terms or conditions of this agreement. You agree upon such termination to destroy all copies of 

the software and of the documentation, or return them to Human Kinetics for disposal. 

 

Other Rights and Restrictions 

All other rights and restrictions not specifically granted in this license are reserved by Human 

Kinetics. 
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